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A. introduction 

Everyone makes decisions all the time: We make decisions at home, on the job, 

walking down the street. All'these decisions are important to us and we make 

most of them thoughtfully and with concern. 

One could wonder then why talk about how Formal Management Systems help decision

making.. Why dn'wé need to complicate things? Formal-Management Systems up'ply to 

decisions we make on the job and those are'already complicated enough. When we 

decida something on'thelob we 'have,: 

'(a). 'more; peoirle involved in the decision and uffetíted by the decis.iort•; 

Of), more rules co follow set'up by'ail kinds of people:_.(emany who•are not 

involved in the decision);

(c), mora mo»ey, power, status involved:.

00r experience has taught us how to negotiate agreement, bow te got consensias, how 

,•to:keep things on an even keel. So why use Facial Management Systems? 

Vernal Átanagement Systems' are ways of organizing the',pieces.we pút,,together to make a decision in a 

systematic way. A formal management system gives us tools to

track ideas,' pr.oces:i4s, iiifotmation, e;tp,ected effects, and results. ' And these tools 

.make the p:atte'rns_ and information used for decisions• available publicly to all, 

Formal Management Systems are only helpful if they organize things for us so that

more'ef.ficient, consistent. reasonable, and 'targeted decisione can be made' st 

tie right time by the right people. And those are the criteria one shou).d Examine 

a:particular: formal managemen"t' system with. 

https://the',pieces.we


(a). What inform:tlon will. we get? What will the systems tell us about: 

.".money, people, programs, objectives, plans? 

Who will have theinformation? Who will provide or produce the information,

and using what. steps? 

(c) Will we get consistent, accurate, and useful information on time? 

The following pages describe some basic characteristics of decision malting which. 

any formal manugement system should support: (a) the structure of an organirptiOn, 

(b) the decision patterns of en orgnni,zation, and (c)' the keys to good, decisions. 

In, another sense, these are the criteria for decisions about formal management' systems 

by aq 94111.1.WitiPitiCtheSe are phrased as follows:' 

DOW WTI:f. TUTS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

(A) MAKE THE STRUCTURE QF•THE ORGANIZATION INTERRELATE MORE 

EFFICIENTLY, AND APPROPRIATELY? 

(I3). MAKI hic DECISION PATTERNS MORE E'FFICIENT,AND•MORE'RESPONSIVE 

TO ORGANIZATION GOALS?

{C) PUT CONTROLS '.AND . LIMITS O:i. THE kEY VARIAM,LES LAWS, MONEY, 

TIME, PEOPLE, PROGRAMS., WE RAVE TO CONTEND WITHZ. 



E. The Structures of an Organization  

.0n the ,job-, a,peraon makes decisions alone and with others. While making decisions 

with others tends to take more time and seems more complicated, some decisions 

made alone are the most complicated and time consuming. What a formal management

system:does is to provide everyone with a known public set of information. which 

.serves as the basis for any decision. What may not be clear though are the levels

and structures of the organization itself, how roles and authority are officially. 

allocated. 

~,Orgnnizatiuns, and, in particular schools, have some basic lévels 

  Board level

Central office level 

School level 

.`Classroom levél 

.Cemmunity level 

-Some decisions are made at .a particular level. Some flow from one to another 'Whet 

it formal man 'igenent system does is órgan3r.e the information that moves along froni 

level to level..: 

Sometimes schools create committees or task forces to work on a problem.that`needs 

resolution. Often•such groups are mado up of people from the.different levels of 

the organization; othee times, the group* represent only specific cnnstitueneies 

rather than levels. tu either event, these. committees are usually ways to get a

decision put together to be made later by someone, usually the central office'or 

the Board. What a' formal management system does is to provide.a public process and 

consistent information for the committee. The decision itself, usually in-•the. form 



of a recommendation, remains the committee's.; all tlio formal management system does 

is organize the steps to get to a decision and the information that is the basis for 

a decision.. 

When an individual, a level, or a committee faces a decision, Certain steps should 

be taken in addition to utiliz.ing'the pattern and information drawn from the formal 

management system. In terms of organization,    it is important to determine:

..(a). Who makes the final official. decision on this? What level in"the 

61002.1104** this? 'Whet levels does the decision have tP go'through to 

get there?

(b) What informaCfon.exists that will influence the decis.ion?` What laws, 

' policies, regulations, memoranda exist? What does the formal management. 

system provide?. 'what, does the informa] network say? 

(c) What outside power'sources need to be considered?, How? 

(d)  How does the decision relate to the Coals or Purposes of the Organization?' 

One reason for putting pedple,.,titles, and information in an organized chart or lisC , 

is to reduce the clutter.and éonfusion. that surround any d'e'cision irian orgëïnizatitia. 

.Mother;reason is-to determine where"the.decision fi:ts in•the ̀ órganization and to " 

reduce the amount of energy invested in decision making   by allocating decisions to 

the approprfate level or structure. A format mapagement system ltielps,do this, hy, 

'predetermining the pattern, the kinds of information to be, Provided the different 

identified decision makers. 

A. format.sys.tem.'and an identification of levels and:strueture of the school as an 

:organization show everyone: the what:(areas for decisions) and the how (procedure* 

for deciding)• as distinct from the. information thatis the basis.ior decisions 



and the normal procedures for collecting and organizing this'basic information. 

What an organization's Coal or Purpose, Budget, Plans, Staff, Programs, Schedules 

and Results are are not decisions but the bases for decisions. A formal management

system organizes these bases for decisions; it does not decide. People decide, 

people at different levels and with different jobs in the schools. 



'C.. Decision Making Patterns of an Organization  

Most of our idini about decision making are based in our experience. How we or 

the organization has made decisions. This experience is the basis for establish-

ing 'some patterns for decision making. _Generally, decision making patterns we 

use have the following parts. 

(a), Some criteria for the decision are estebl1shed- 

(b) Some steps to reach a decision are agreed .to

(c). Some kinds of acceptable basis for the decision are agreed •to 

(d) Some other factors influencing a decision are discussed' 

(e) Á, decision is made 

When we have to make `a decision, we usually decide which of 'the following charac- 

teristics we hope our decision will have. 

TABLE 1

Decision Making is  

- logical
2 - formal 

intuitive
Informal 

+ 1 
- 2 

3 4-constand responsive 
4 r control 'adapt - k 
5 - arbitrary 
_6 - individunl 

democratic 
group 

~ 
y 

5 
6 

  7 - Closed open 
8 - legal developmental - $`' 
9 -'rigid 
10 Y easy 

flexible , 
hard 

9'
10 

11 - top bottom - 11 
12. - clear ' murky ' - - 12 
13 .- scientific humane'. 

. .flne Can use this chart as a'checklistfor the kind:~ of decisions made hy anindi= 

vidual or groupa 

Formal management systems are designed to make decision more - logtcal,.formal,' 

constant; control, clear, 'scientifiq. Many times decisions really" dotu';t come out 

that way, but that is the intention of those who put together and use formal management systems.

https://forrti.ti
https://experience�..is


A most important characteristic of decision patterns is that decisions result 

from a judgment about interconnected effects.' Formal management system establish 

what the known limits of the interconnected components are. A decision then can

more easily occur. within the time period available for decisions. Decisions also 

occur: 

(a) when one has the opportunity to make decisions 

(b) with some information available and some level of mastery of decision 

making as a'process 

(e), ;when an individual; or group requests action 

(d) within a range of (tellers available and dollars needed 

(e) in an organization which is effected by who is in it, by goals by its 

pattern of operations, and by its control mechanism. 

'T'he pattern for ,decision making can be very confusing particularly since individuals 

or groups go back and forth over certain steps and even skip some sets. .4 complete 

pattern looks something like the following and Should be used to sort out the 

components of a specific decision by an individual or a group 

https://components_.are.w....A..decision...then..ca


TABLE 2 

Stages of Decision Atakinr, 

Pattern A 

1. Discover the Issue 

. Id'entify Issue 
identify source (cause of) Issue

 . Identify how the Issue might be taken care of. 

2. Decide to do somethin& 

                  (reduce) Issueagree   on the intent to remove
ident tify informationneeded 

.'stlect precess to collect information 

Figure out what.one might do 

stfia).j ze'"the Issu e 
analyze the,information 
analyze: the environnent and the system the solutiort.is caught up:in 

A'.T Find, out what it makes sense to decide 

gét,the infprmatiotl'together 
.'i:nvent'possible ections 

agree on action to reach solution-- 
agree on roles and responsibilities
agree on standard's, and expectations 

$. 'Decide 

start the_Oill rolling 
keep the ball alive° 
share the hall with others 

'. keep track of what was, is, and will be 
.• keep track ofwhat questions- were asked, answers and promises ma 

and what was'delivered 
write down the decision 

Know that something has changed  

report what was decided 
report what 'the basis for decision was 
followep an effect of the decision 

https://solutiort.is


TABLE 3 

Basic Decision Making Steps  

Pattern B 

APPROPRIATENESS 
item 

ac fiept reject    refer

TIMING
item 

immediate :inquiry ,'when crisis 
decision have time 

Kind of
Response Needed 

item 

usual' unusual unkhown

item 

information establish establish other
procedure policy 

item 

application interpretation modification development , other 

D. Routing of Request . . 
request 

regular 'special . unknown' 

Probably. Impact 
of request 

request

normal               minimal crucial unknown 



TABLE 3 (continued) 

Expected time needecf 
to make decision                          item

(easy) (hard) unknown
quick slow 

G. Type of request 
item 

fiscal prograln other 

H • Level where decision 
should occur                              item

board central local classroom community other 
school

I. Kind of change
needed 

at.titude staffing 

item

rule or budget directive law other 
regulation (policy) 



D,. Keys to Coo Decisions  

';iihen we have looked at decision making, we find-the answers to the following 

'questions crucial in making a usefùl decision, 

TABLE 4 

Checklist for Identifying. Decision Points?  

Where in the organization are decisions made? 

2. Who makes whet kinds of decisions? to it one individual or a 
group? 'NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE SUIBER? 

What kind of information are decisions based on? 

What problems or kinds of decisions are passed on to someone else?
in the organization? somewhere else? 

.noes professional or technic4'information convince the decision 
ciaker(sj,? in what ways? 

How are decisions made? ' How tong does it 'take? How wilt you knorr 
the decision has been made? 

-Does a decision once made get communicated to those who trust inple., 
ment it? If not,:whe're does it get°stuck? 

idrat -•decisión atternß d6 i3. to MeYp .keep.'track of a~here. one. is .at in making maki ir 

decision,'~then one can get useful information to:others.who.also have to decidé

or. ta'help'you decide.. Format..management äystems'aasure'that information abóatW 

components of the organir;ation are publicly available, in'a consistent and Piet . 

d4ctable way ,to all during normal everyday'operations as well as when they have 

to make decisions'. 

All this means that to make good decisions, one needs a system that enhances one's skills:

in'identifying the players in the game 

â.':level)) or authority 
.b, roles 
c. functions" 
d. areas of responsibility
e.` ..kinds of decisions made
f;: ~nount of power, do3:3ars,:~controi ùvailable • 

name, address, phone number of actors



in identifying how the players make decisions 

a. roles played`' 
:b. style of decisions 
d. personality characteristics 

factors which'-3nfluence 
areas of: interest and control` 

in. identifying if, when, how *,decision ig actually made 

a., deciding and knowing decision .has been made, 
b. keeping track of decision 
c. making decision public 
d,' reporting•on;effect of decision 

The most usefui Formal Management.. System is.one that complements the style and. 

interests of the kepi:decision makers in the,•school system. What tthey want docu , 

mented information about - money, people, programs, objectives, plans - determines 

which system one should consider adopting. 

TABLE 5 

Finds Information Controlled by Various Formal Management Systems  

A. information about ' what'way a group works and plans OD 

information about Funds, targeted to programs 

.' information about :;persons performance of job expectation 

information-about relation of programs and outcomes to 
mission 

MBÓ' 

'information about all components and parts of the. 
organization 

Bystedï Analysis 

,;time schedules; to do things PERT

actual money a program can justify anew
each, year 

Zero Base 
Bud,getin 

. • 'information about 'what 'is happening in the organization Organizational 
Research 
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